Generalization in unsupervised learning
The concept of generalization in pattern classi cation has been extensively treated in the literature on supervised learning, but rather little has been written on generalization with regard to unsupervised learning. Indeed, it has been unclear what generalization even means in unsupervised learning. This paper provides an appropriate de nition for generalization in unsupervised learning, a metric for generalization quality, and a qualitative evaluation (using the metric) of generalization in several simple neural network classi ers.
The essence of generalization is the ability to appropriately categorize unfamiliar patterns, based on the categorization of familiar patterns. In supervised learning, the output categorizations for a training set of input patterns are given explicitly by an external teacher, or supervisor. Various techniques have been used to ensure that test patterns outside this set are correctly categorized, according to an external standard of correctness.
After supervised learning, a system's ability to generalize can be measured in terms of task performance. For instance, a face-recognition system can be tested using di erent image viewpoints or illumination conditions, and performance can be evaluated in terms of how accurately the system's outputs match the actual facial identities in images. However, in some situations, it may not be appropriate to measure the ability to generalize in terms of performance on a speci c task. For example, on which task would one measure the generalization quality of the human visual system? Human vision is capable of so many tasks that no one task is appropriate as a benchmark. In fact, much of the power of the human visual system is its usefulness in completely novel tasks.
For general-purpose systems, like the human visual system, it would be useful to de ne generalization performance in a task-independent way, rather than in terms of a speci c task. It would be desirable to have a \general-purpose" de nition of generalization quality, such that if a system satis es the de nition, it is likely to perform well on many di erent tasks. This paper proposes such a general-purpose de nition, based on unsupervised learning. The de nition measures how well a system's internal representations correspond to the underlying structure of its input environment, under manipulations of context, uncertainty, multiplicity, and scale (Marshall, 1995) . For this de nition, a good internal representation is the goal, rather than good performance on a particular task.
In unsupervised learning, input patterns are assigned to output categories based on some internal standard, such as similarity to other classi ed patterns. Patterns are drawn from a training environment, or probability distribution, in which some patterns may be more likely to occur than others. The classi cations are typically determined by this input probability distribution, with frequently-occurring patterns receiving more processing and hence ner categories. The categorization of patterns with a low or zero training probability { i.e., the generalization performance { is determined partly by the higher-probability patterns. There may be classi er systems that categorize patterns in the training environment similarly, but which respond to unfamiliar patterns in di erent ways. In other words, the generalizations produced by di erent classi ers may di er.
A criterion for evaluating generalization
How can one judge whether the classi cations and parsings that an unsupervised classi er generates are good ones? Several criteria (e.g., stability, dispersion, selectivity, convergence, and capacity) for benchmarking unsupervised neural network classi er performance have been proposed in the literature. This paper describes an additional criterion: an exclusive allocation (or credit assignment) measure (Bregman, 1990; Marshall, 1995) . Exclusive allocation as a criterion for evaluating classi cations was rst discussed by Marshall (1995) . This paper re nes and formalizes the intuitive concept of exclusive allocation, and it describes in detail how exclusive allocation can serve as a measure for generalization in unsupervised classi ers.
This paper also describes two regularization constraints { sequence masking and uncertainty multiplexing { that can be used to evaluate further the generalization performance of unsupervised classi ers. In cases where there exist multiple possible classi cations that would satisfy the exclusive allocation criterion, these regularizers allow a secondary measurement and ranking of the quality of the classi cations.
The principle of credit assignment states that the \credit" for a given input feature should be assigned, or allocated, exclusively to a single classi cation. In other words, any given piece of data should count as evidence for one pattern at a time and should be prevented from counting as evidence for multiple patterns simultaneously. This intuitively simple concept has not been stated in a mathematically precise way; such a precise statement is given in this paper.
There are many examples (e.g., from visual perception of orientation, stereo depth, and motion grouping, from visual segmentation, from other perceptual modalities, and from \blind source separation" tasks) where a given datum should be allowed to count as evidence for only one pattern at a time (Bell & Sejnowski, 1995; Comon, Jutten, & Herault, 1991; Hubbard & Marshall, 1994; Marshall, 1990ac; Marshall, Kalarickal, & Graves, 1996; Marshall, Kalarickal, & Ross, 1997; Marshall, Schmitt, Kalarickal, & Alley, 1997; Morse, 1994; . A good example comes from visual stereopsis, where a visual feature seen by one eye can be potentially matched with many visual features seen by the other eye (the \correspondence" problem). Human visual systems assign the credit for each such monocular visual feature to at most one unique binocular match; this property is known as the uniqueness constraint (Marr, 1982; Marr & Poggio, 1976) . In stereo transparency (Prazdny, 1985) , individual visual features should be assigned to the representation of only one of multiple superimposed surfaces (Marshall, Kalarickal, & Graves, 1996) .
Neural network classi ers
A neural network categorizes an input pattern by activating some classi er output neurons. These activations constitute a representation of the input pattern, and the input features of that pattern are said to be assigned to that output representation. There can exist an input pattern that is not part of the training set, but which contains features present in two or more training patterns. Such an input is termed a superimposition of input patterns. Presentation of superimposed input patterns can lead to simultaneous activation of multiple representations (neurons).
An exclusive allocation measure
One way to de ne an exclusive allocation measure for a neural network classi er is to specify how input patterns (both familiar and unfamiliar) should ideally be parsed, in terms of a given training environment (the familiar patterns), and then to measure how well the network's actual parsings compare to the ideal. Consider, for instance, the network shown in Figure 1 , which has been trained to recognize patterns ab and bc (Marshall, 1995) . Each output neuron is given a \label" (ab, bc) that re ects the familiar patterns to which the neuron responds. The parsings that the network generates are evaluated in terms of those labels. When ab or bc is presented, then the \best" parsing is for the correspondingly labeled output neuron to become fully active and for the other output neuron to become inactive ( Figure 1A) . In a linear network, when half a pattern is missing (say the input pattern is a), and the other half does not overlap with other familiar patterns, the corresponding output neuron should become half-active ( Figure 1B ).
Figure 1
But when the missing half renders the pattern's classi cation ambiguous (say the input pattern is b), the partially matching alternatives (ab and bc) should not both be half-active. Instead, the activation should be distributed among the partially matching alternatives. One such parsing, in which the activation from b is distributed equally between ab and bc, results in two activations at 25% of the maximum level ( Figure 1C ). This parsing would represent the network's uncertainty about the classi cation of input pattern b.
Another such parsing, in which the activation from b is distributed unequally, to ab and not to bc, results in 50% activation of neuron ab ( Figure 1D ). This parsing would represent a \guess" by the network that the ambiguous input pattern b should be classi ed as ab. Although the distribution of credit from b to ab and bc is di erent in the two parsings of Figure 1CD , both parsings allocate the same total amount of credit. (An additional criterion, \uncertainty multiplexing," which distinguishes between parsings like the ones in Figures 1C  and 1D , will be presented in Section 4.7.)
By the same reasoning, it would be incorrect to parse pattern abc as ab ( Figure 1E ), because then the contribution from c is ignored. (That can happen if the inhibition between ab and bc is too strong.) It would also be incorrect to parse abc as ab + bc ( Figure 1F ) because b would be represented twice.
A correct parsing in this case would be to equally activate neurons ab and bc at 75% of the maximum level ( Figure 1G ). That this is correct can be veri ed by comparing the sum of the input signals, 1 + 1 + 1 = 3, with the sum of the \size-normalized" output signals. Each output neuron encodes a pattern of a certain preferred \size" (or \scale") (Marshall, 1990b (Marshall, , 1995 , which in Figure 1 is the sum of the weights of the neuron's input connections. The sum of the input weights to neuron ab is 1+1+0 = 2, and the sum of the input weights to neuron bc is 0 + 1 + 1 = 2. Thus, both of these output neurons are said to have a size of 2. The size-normalized output signal for each output neuron is computed by multiplying its activation by its size. The sum of the size-normalized output signals in Figure 1G is 0:75 2 + 0:75 2 = 3. Because this equals the sum of the input signals, the exclusively-allocated parsing in Figure 1G is valid (unlike the parsings in Figure 1EF ).
Given the examples above, exclusive allocation can be informally de ned as the conjunction of the following pair of conditions. Exclusive allocation is said to be achieved when:
Condition 1: The activation of every output neuron is accounted for exactly once by the input activations. Condition 2: The total input equals the total size-normalized output, as closely as possible. These two informal exclusive allocation conditions are made more precise in subsequent sections. They are used below to evaluate the generalization performance of several neural network classi ers.
3 Generalization performance of several networks
Response to familiar and unfamiliar patterns
This section compares the generalization performance of three neural network classi ers: a winner-take-all network, an EXIN network, and a linear decorrelator network. First, each network will be described brie y.
Winner-take-all competitive learning
Among the simplest unsupervised learning procedures is the winner-take-all (WTA) competitive learning rule, which divides the space of input patterns into hyper-polyhedral decision regions, each centered around a \prototype" pattern. The ART{1 network (Carpenter & Grossberg, 1987) and the Kohonen network (Kohonen, 1982) are examples of essentially WTA neural networks. When an input pattern rst arrives, it is assigned to the one category whose prototype pattern best matches it. The activation of neurons encoding other categories is suppressed (e.g., through strong inhibition). The prototype of the winner category is then modi ed to make it slightly closer to the input pattern. This is done by strengthening the winner's input connection weights from features in the input pattern and/or weakening the winner's input connection weights from features not in the input pattern. In these networks, generalization is based purely on similarity of patterns to individual prototypes.
There can exist input patterns (e.g., abc or b in Figure 1 ) that are not part of the training set but which contain features present in two or more training patterns. Such inputs may bear similarities to multiple individual prototypes and may be quite di erent from any one individual prototype. However, a WTA network cannot activate multiple categories simultaneously. Hence, the network cannot parse the input in a way that satis es the second exclusive allocation condition, so generalization performance su ers.
EXIN networks
In the EXIN (EXcitatory + INhibitory learning) neural network model (Marshall, 1990b (Marshall, , 1995 , this problem is overcome by using an anti-Hebbian inhibitory learning rule in addition to a Hebbian excitatory learning rule. If two output neurons are frequently coactive, which would happen if the categories that they encode overlap or have common features, the lateral inhibitory weights between them become stronger. On the other hand, if the activations of the two output neurons are independent, which would happen if the neurons encode dissimilar categories, then the inhibitory weights between them become weaker. This results in category scission between independent category groupings and allows the EXIN network to generate near-optimal parsings of multiple superimposed patterns, in terms of multiple simultaneous activations (Marshall, 1995) .
Linear decorrelator networks
Linear decorrelator networks (Oja, 1982; F oldi ak, 1989 ) also use an anti-Hebbian inhibitory learning rule that can cause the lateral inhibitory connections to vanish during learning. This allows simultaneous neural activations. However, the linear decorrelator network responds essentially to di erences, or distinctive features (Anderson, Silverstein, Ritz, & Jones, 1977; Sattath & Tversky, 1987) among the patterns, rather than to the patterns themselves (Marshall, 1995) .
Example
Figure 2 (Marshall, 1995) compares the exclusive allocation performance of winner-take-all competitive learning networks, linear decorrelator networks, and EXIN networks and illustrates the intuitions on which the rest of this paper is based. The initial connectivity pattern in the three networks is identical (Figure 2A ). The networks are trained on patterns ab, abc, and cd, which occur with equal probability. Within each of the three networks, a single neuron learns to respond selectively to each of the familiar patterns. In the WTA and EXIN networks, the neuron labeled ab develops strong input connections from a and b and weak connections from c and d. Similarly, the neurons labeled abc and cd develop appropriate selective excitatory input connections. In the WTA network, the weights on the lateral inhibitory connections among the output neurons remain uniform, xed, and strong enough to ensure WTA behavior. In the EXIN network, the inhibition between neurons ab and abc and between neurons abc and cd becomes strong because of the overlap in the category exemplars; the inhibition between neurons ab and cd becomes weak because the category exemplars have no common features. The linear decorrelator network learns to respond to the di erences among the patterns, rather than to the patterns themselves. For example, the neuron labeled abc really becomes wired to respond optimally to pattern c-and-not-d . In the linear decorrelator, the weights on the lateral connections vanish, when the responses of the three neurons become fully decorrelated.
Figure 2
Each of the three networks responds correctly to the patterns in the training set, by activating the appropriate output neuron ( Figure 2BCD ). Now consider the response of these trained networks to the unfamiliar pattern abcd. The WTA network responds by activating neuron abc ( Figure 2E ) because the input pattern is closest to this prototype. However, the response of the WTA network to pattern abcd is the same as the response to pattern abc. The activation of neuron abc can be credited to the input features a, b, and c. The input feature d is not accounted for in the output: it is not accounted for by the activation of neuron cd because the activation of neuron cd is zero. Thus, Condition 1 from the pair of exclusive allocation conditions is not fully satis ed. Also, the total input (1+1+1+1 = 4) does not equal the total size-normalized output (0 + 1 3 + 0 = 3), so the WTA network does not satisfy Condition 2 for input pattern abcd.
On the other hand, in the linear decorrelator and the EXIN networks, neurons ab and cd are simultaneously activated ( Figure 2FG ), because during training, the inhibition between neurons ab and cd became weak or vanished. Thus, all input features are fully represented in the output, and the exclusive allocation conditions are met for input pattern abcd, in the linear decorrelator and EXIN networks. These two networks exhibit a global context-sensitive constraint satisfaction property (Marshall, 1995) in their parsing of abcd: the contextual presence or absence of small distinguishing features, or nuances, (like d) dramatically alters the parsing. When abc is presented, the network groups a, b, and c together as a unit, but when d is added, the network breaks c away from a and b and binds it with d instead, forming two separate groupings, ab and cd.
It is evident from Figure 2CFI that the size-normalization value for each neuron must be computed not by examining the neuron's input weight values per se (which would give the wrong values for the linear decorrelator), but rather by examining the size of the training patterns to which the neuron responds. Thus, the output neuron sizes are (2; 3; 2) for all the networks shown in Figure 2 . Now consider the response of the three networks to the unfamiliar pattern c. As shown in Figure 2HIJ , the WTA and the EXIN networks respond by partially activating neuron cd. However, in the linear decorrelator network, neuron abc is fully activated. Since, during training, this neuron was fully activated when the pattern abc was presented, its full activation is not accounted for by the presence of feature c alone in the input pattern. Thus, Condition 1 is not satis ed by the linear decorrelator network for input pattern c. Notice that abc ( Figure 2I ) also does not satisfy Condition 2 for pattern c, because 1 6 = 1 3.
The example of Figure 2 thus illustrates that allowing multiple simultaneous neural activations and learning common features, rather than distinctive features, among the input patterns enables an EXIN network to satisfy exclusive allocation constraints and to exhibit good generalization performance when presented with multiple superimposed patterns. In contrast, WTA networks (by de nition) cannot represent multiple patterns simultaneously. Although linear decorrelator networks can represent multiple patterns simultaneously, they are not guaranteed to satisfy the exclusive allocation constraints.
A basic idea of this paper is that exclusive allocation provides a meaningful, self-consistent way of specifying how a network should respond to unfamiliar patterns and is therefore a valuable criterion for generalization.
Equality of total input and total output
Condition 2 will be used to compare a linear decorrelator network, an EXIN network, and a SONNET{2 (Self-Organizing Neural NETwork { 2) network (Nigrin, 1993) . (Since a WTA network does not allow simultaneous activation of multiple category winners, it is not considered in this example.)
SONNET{2
SONNET{2 is a fairly complex network, involving the use of inhibition between connections (Desimone, 1992; Reggia, D'Autrechy, Sutton, & Weinrich, 1992; Yuille & Grzywacz, 1989) , rather than between neurons, to implement exclusive allocation. The discussion in this paper will focus on the di erences in how EXIN and SONNET{2 networks implement the inhibitory competition among perceptual categories. Because the inhibition in SONNET{2 acts between connections, rather than between neurons, it is more selective. Connections from one input neuron to di erent output neurons compete for the \right" to transmit signals; this competition is implemented through an inhibitory signal that is a combination of the excitatory signal on the connection and the activation of the corresponding output neuron. For example, Figure 3CFI shows that connections from input feature b to the two output neurons compete with each other; other connections in Figure 3CFI do not. As in EXIN networks, the excitatory learning rule involves prototype modi cation of output layer competition winners, and the inhibitory learning rule is based on coactivation of the competing neurons; hence SONNET{2 displays the global context-sensitive constraint satisfaction property (abc versus abcd) and the sequence masking property (Cohen & Grossberg, 1986 ) (abc versus c) (Nigrin, 1993) displayed by EXIN networks. Figure 3 shows three networks (linear decorrelator, EXIN, SONNET{2) trained on patterns ab and bc, which are assumed to occur with equal training probability. The linear decorrelator network can end up in one of many possible nal con gurations, subject to the constraint that the output neurons are maximally decorrelated. A problem with linear decorrelators is that they are not guaranteed to come up with a con guration that responds well to unfamiliar patterns. To illustrate this point, a con guration that responds correctly to familiar patterns but does not generalize well to unfamiliar patterns has been chosen for Figure 3ADG . Figure 3 When the unfamiliar and ambiguous pattern b is presented, the EXIN and SONNET{2 networks respond correctly by activating both neuron ab and neuron bc to about 25% of their maximum level ( Figure 3EF ), thus representing the uncertainty in the classi cation. This parsing is considered a good one because there are two alternatives for matching input pattern b (ab and bc) and the input pattern comprises half of both alternatives.
Example
Condition 2 is thus satis ed for this input pattern. The linear decorrelator network activates both neurons ab and bc to 50% of their maximum level because the neurons receive no inhibitory input ( Figure 3D ); Condition 2 is not satis ed because 0+1+0 6 = 2 0:5+2 0:5.
When the unfamiliar (but not ambiguous) pattern ac is presented, the two neurons in the linear decorrelator network receive a net input of zero and hence do not become active. This linear decorrelator network thus does not satisfy Condition 1 for this input pattern. In the EXIN network, ab and bc are active to about 25% of their maximum activation. This behavior arises because neurons ab and ac still exert an inhibitory in uence on each other because of the overlap in their category prototypes, even though the subpatterns a and c in the pattern ac have nothing in common. The EXIN network thus does not fully satisfy Condition 1 for this input pattern. On the other hand, in the SONNET{2 network, both neurons ab and bc are correctly active to 50% of their maximum level. This parsing is considered to be correct because the subpatterns a and c within the input pattern comprise half of the prototypes ab and bc respectively, and there is only one (partially) matching alternative for each subpattern. The SONNET{2 network responds in this manner because the link from input feature a to neuron ab does not compete with the link from input feature c to neuron bc.
The SONNET{2 network satis es Condition 2 for all three input patterns shown in Figure 3 , the EXIN network satis es Condition 2 on two of the input patterns, and the linear decorrelator network satis es Condition 2 on one of the input patterns. The greater selectivity of inhibition in SONNET{2 leads to better satisfaction of the exclusive allocation constraints and thus better generalization. The example of Figure 3 thus elaborates the concept of exclusive allocation and is incorporated in the formalization below. Figure 4 summarizes the comparison between the networks that have been considered. A \+" in the table indicates that the given network possesses the corresponding property to a satisfactory degree; a \?" indicates that it does not. The general complexity of the neural dynamics and the architecture of the networks have also been compared; the \<" signs indicate that complexity increases from left to right in the table. WTA networks have xed, uniform inhibitory connections and are considered to be the simplest of all the networks discussed. Linear decorrelators use a single learning rule for both excitatory and inhibitory connections; further, the inhibitory connection weights can all vanish under certain conditions. EXIN networks use slightly di erent learning rules for feedforward and lateral connections. SONNET{2 implements inhibition between input layer ! output layer connections, rather than between neurons. Thus, sophisticated generalization performance is obtained at the cost of increased complexity. 4 Formal expression of generalization conditions Section 3 compared the generalization performance of several networks qualitatively. The exclusive allocation conditions will now be framed in formal terms, so that a quantitative computation of how well a network adheres to the exclusive allocation constraints, and a quantitative measure of generalization performance, will be theoretically possible.
Summary of generalization behavior examples
As mentioned earlier, classi cations done by an unsupervised classi er are determined by the patterns present in the training environment. Hence, to formalize the two exclusive allocation conditions, a precise way to describe the concepts or category prototypes learned by the network must be provided. Deriving such a description is analogous to the rule-extraction task (Craven & Shavlik, 1994) : \Given a trained neural network and the examples used to train it, produce a concise and accurate symbolic description of the network" (p. 38). What does a neuron's activation mean? A possible description of the patterns encoded by the neuron can be obtained from the connection weights. However, because of the possible presence of lateral interactions, feedback, etc., connection weights may not provide an accurate picture of the patterns learned by the neuron.
Another approach would be to use symbolic if-then rules (Craven & Shavlik, 1994) . Such a description can be quite comprehensive and elaborate; however, the number of rules required to describe a network can grow exponentially with the number of input features. However, the method described by Craven & Shavlik (1994) for obtaining the rules uses examples not contained in the training set; the case of real-valued input features is also not considered.
Label vectors to describe network behavior
The approach taken in this paper is to derive a label for each output neuron, based on the neuron's activations in response to the familiar input patterns. The label is symbolized as a label vector and quantitatively summarizes the features to which the neuron responds. An advantage of this method is that the label can be computed by using examples drawn only from the training set.
An input pattern is represented by neural activations in the input layer. Each neuron in the output layer responds to one or more patterns; the label de nes a prototype for this group of patterns. The label for each output neuron is expressed in terms of the input units that feed it; multilayered networks would be analyzed by considering successive layers in sequence.
Consider an input pattern X = (x 1 ; x 2 ; : : : ; x I ), drawn from the network's input space. Let the network's training set be de ned by probability distribution S on the input space, and let p S (X) be the probability of X being the input pattern on any training presentation. When X is presented to a network, the activation of the ith input neuron is x i , and the activation of the jth output neuron is y j (X). Y (X) = y 1 (X); y 2 (X); : : : ; y J (X) is the vector of output activation values in response to input X. Abbreviate y j y j (X), and assume 0 x i ; y j 1. De ne
If S consists of a nite number of patterns instead of a continuum, then the de nition becomes
The L 0 ij values are normalized to obtain the label values that will be used in expressing the exclusive allocation conditions:
The label L j of the jth output neuron is the vector (L 1j ; L 2j ; : : : ; L I j ), where I is the number of input units. The label L j is a summary that characterizes the set of patterns to which neuron j responds. The use of labels for this characterization is reasonable for most unsupervised networks, where learning is based on pattern similarity, and where the decision regions thus tend to be convex. However, labels would not be appropriate for characterizing networks with substantially nonconvex decision regions { e.g., the type of network produced by many supervised learning procedures. The process of computing labels is essentially a rule extraction process, to infer the structure of a network, given knowledge only of the training input probabilities and the network's \black box" input-output behavior on the training data. Each component L ij of a label is analogous to a weight in an inferred model of the black box network. One bene t of this approach is that it facilitates comparing the generalization behavior of di erent networks, without regard to di erences in their internal structure or operation.
Exclusive allocation conditions
When an input pattern is presented to a network, the network parses that pattern and represents the parsing via activations in the output layer. The activation of each input neuron can be decomposed into parts, each part being accounted for by (assigned to) a di erent output neuron. Thus, for Condition 1 to be satis ed, the sum of these parts should equal the activation of the input neuron, and together they should be able to account for the activation of all output neurons.
One can describe the decomposition by using parsing coe cients. The parsing coe cient C ij (X;Ŷ ) describes how much of the \credit" for the activation of input neuron i is assigned to output neuron j, given an input pattern vectorX and an output vectorŶ . Abbreviate C ij C ij X; Y (X) . If the exclusive allocation constraints are fully satis ed, then for each input pattern X (and its corresponding output vector Y (X)) in the full pattern space there should exist parsing coe cients C ij 0 such that for all output neurons j,
In Equation 4, the normalized label values L ij = P k L kj are analogous to the weights of a neural network. The parsing coe cients C ij = P k C ik describe how the credit for each input activation is allocated to output neurons, so that the L-weighted, C-allocated inputs exactly produce the outputs. It is assumed that P j C ij > 0 for all i. The sum is taken only over the nonzero L ij values; otherwise the C ij coe cients would be underconstrained.
The idea of using parsing coe cients to express exclusive allocation constraints is similar to the idea of using dynamic gating weights for credit assignment (Rumelhart & McClelland, 1986; Morse, 1994) . The dynamic gating weights are computed using the actual or static weights on the connections in the network. In contrast, parsing coe cients are computed using the label vector for the output neurons and are independent of the actual connection weights. As seen in the examples in Section 3, networks that respond identically to patterns in the training set can have very di erent connection weights (the weights may even have di erent signs). Hence it is di cult to compare the generalization properties of these networks using dynamic gating weights. On the other hand, label vectors are computed from the response of a network to patterns in the training set; the label vectors in these di erent networks (Figure 2 or Figure 3 ) are identical. The label vector method treats each network as a black box (independent of the network's connectivity and weights, which are internal to the box), examining just the networks' inputs and outputs. This facilitates a comparison of the generalization behavior of the networks.
Minimization form of conditions
It is possible (e.g., in the presence of noise) that a network does not satisfy Equation 4 exactly. Yet it would still be desirable to measure how close the network comes to satisfying the exclusive allocation conditions expressed by this equation. Hence the exclusive allocation requirement should instead be framed as a minimization condition. By squaring the di erence between the left-hand and right-hand sides in Equation 4 and summing over all output neurons, one obtains By integrating over the network's parsings of all possible input patterns, one obtains the quantity
(6) Thus, for each input pattern X, the objective is to nd a set of parsing coe cients C ij X; Y (X) that minimizes the measure E 1 of the network's exclusive allocation \de ciency," in a least-squares sense. The measure E 1 is computed across all patterns in the full pattern space, whereas (as shown in Equation 1) the labels are computed across only the training set S. How the parsing coe cients can be obtained, for the purpose of measuring network behavior, is a separate question, not treated in detail in this paper.
This analysis is concerned nonconstructively with the existence of parsing coe cients that satisfy or minimize the equations. In practice, the minimization can be performed in a number of ways, e.g., using an iterative procedure (Morse, 1994) to nd the coe cients.
Condition 2 is necessary but not su cient
The E 1 scores produced by Equation 5 can be used as a criterion to grade a network's generalization behavior on particular input pattern parsings. For instance, in Figure 2I , it is easily seen that Equation 5 will produce poor scores for the linear decorrelator's parsing of pattern c, with any set of parsing coe cients.
However, for certain input patterns there can be more than one parsing that would yield good E 1 scores; some of these parsings may re ect better generalization behavior than others. An extreme example is illustrated in Figure 5 , which shows a network with two input neurons, marked a and b, and two output neurons, marked p and q. The network is trained on two patterns, (1; 0) and ( ; 1), which occur with equal probability during training, with 0 < 1. By Equations 1{3, the neuron labels in this network are L ap = 1; L bp = 0; L aq = ; L bq = 1: Suppose that, after the network has been trained, the pattern X = (1; 0) is presented. As shown in Figure 5A , the network could respond by activating output neuron p fully; Y (X) = (1; 0). Using the parsing coe cients C ap = 1; C bp = 0; C aq = 0; C bq = 0; this response satis es Equation 4 for all input and output neurons. However, a network could instead respond as in Figure 5B , where the output is Y (X) = 0; 1+ . In this case, one set of valid parsing coe cients would be C ap = 0; C bp = 0; C aq = 1; C bq = 0: Even for this parsing, Equation 4 is fully satis ed. If this same relationship holds when is made vanishingly small, then Equation 4 will always be satis ed for neuron q with the given set of parsing coe cients. This example shows that in the limit as ! 0, the activation of an input neuron i could be assigned to an inactive output neuron j if the corresponding label L ij were zero, and Condition 1 would be satis ed. For this reason, Equation 4 excludes labels of value zero.
Figure 5
Condition 2 is imposed to repair further this anomaly; the parsing in Figure 5B 
Y 1 (X) is the set of all output vectors that would best satisfy Condition 1, given inputX. Next, de ne the function 
This function measures the di erence between the total input and the total size-normalized output. The factor P k L kj represents the size of output neuron j. Next, de ne E 2 (X;Ŷ ) = M 2 (X;Ŷ ) ? minŶ
The \minM 2 " term represents the best Condition 2 score for any parsing of any output vector that best satis es Condition 1. The equation thus measures the di erence between the Condition 2 score for the given parsing and the Condition 2 score for the best parsing.
Finally, de ne
This equation computes an overall score for how well all the network's parsings satisfy Condition 2.
For input pattern X = (1; 0) in Figure 5AB , both the output vectors Y (X) = (1; 0) and Y (X) = 0; 1+ are included in the set Y 1 (X). However, the value of M 2 (X;Ŷ ) equals zero whenŶ = (1; 0) and exceeds zero whenŶ = 0; 1+ . The minimum value of the M 2 function in Equation 9 is zero. Thus, E 2 (X;Ŷ ) = 0 whenŶ = (1; 0), and E 2 (X;Ŷ ) > 0 whenŶ = 0; 1+ . The measure E 2 is minimized in networks that behave like the network of Figure 5A , rather than like the network of Figure 5B .
As Figure 5AB illustrates, Condition 2 is a necessary part of the de nition of exclusive allocation. Figure 5C shows that Condition 2 alone is not su cient to de ne exclusive allocation; the parsing C ap = 0; C bp = 1; C aq = 0; C bq = 0 satis es Condition 2 but not Condition 1. Therefore, both conditions are necessary in the de nition of exclusive allocation.
The equations above for Condition 2 were designed to insure that the parsing shown in Figure 5D is considered valid. In this case, the total input (= 1) does not equal the total size-normalized output = 1+ . Nevertheless, the parsing is the best one possible, given the labels shown. In Equation 9, the quality of a parsing is measured relative to the quality of the best parsing, rather than to an arbitrary external standard. For this reason, the clause \as closely as possible" is included in Condition 2.
Inexactness tolerance
Consider Equations 7{9. In a realistic environment with noise, there might exist an output vectorŶ that is spuriously excluded from the set Y 1 (X), yet whose M 2 value is signi cantly smaller than that of any output vector in Y 1 (X). This situation can occur because Equation 7 requires that the E 1 (X;Ŷ ) value exactly equal the smallest such value for anyŶ ; but noise can preclude exact equality.
Hence, near-equality, rather than exact equality, should be required; some degree of inexactness tolerance is necessary. Equation 7 must therefore be revised. One way to remedy the problem is to replace Equation 7 with Y 1 (X) = nŶ : E 1 (X;Ŷ ) T 1 minŶ E 1 (X;Ŷ )
where T 1 1 is an inexactness tolerance parameter. Using this new equation, E 2 measures the degree to which Condition 2 is satis ed, relative to the best M 2 value chosen from among the parsings that satisfy Condition 1 tolerably well. T 1 thus becomes an additional free parameter of the evaluation process. The two exclusive allocation conditions will be discussed further in Section 5. But rst, two additional constraints that re ne the measure of generalization will be introduced. The exclusive allocation conditions leave ambiguous the choice between certain parsings (for example, between Figures 1C and 1D ). The two additional constraints are useful because they further limit the allowable choices, thereby regularizing or disambiguating the parsings. The additional constraints are optional: there may be some instances for which the added regularization is not needed.
Sequence masking constraint
The \sequence masking" property (Cohen & Grossberg, 1986 Marshall, 1990b Marshall, , 1995 Nigrin, 1993) concerns the responses of a system to patterns of di erent sizes (or scales). It holds that large, complete output representations are better than small ones or incomplete ones. For example, it is better to parse input pattern ab as a single output category ab ( Figure 6A ) than as two smaller output categories a + b ( Figure 6B ). It is also better to parse input ab as the complete output category ab ( Figure 6A ) than as an incomplete part of a larger output category abcd ( Figure 6C ).
Figure 6
A new sequence masking constraint can optionally be imposed, to augment the exclusive allocation criterion, as part of the de nition of generalization. The sequence masking constraint biases the network evaluation measure toward preferring parsings that exhibit the sequence masking property. The sequence masking constraint can be stated as Condition 3: Large, complete output representations are better than small ones or incomplete ones. One way to implement Condition 3 is as follows. Let 
Y 2 (X) is the set of output vectors satisfying Condition 1 that also best satisfy Condition 2, in response to a given input patternX. Parameter T 2 1 speci es the inexactness tolerance of the evaluation process with regard to satisfaction of Condition 2. Function M 3 computes a bias in favor of larger, complete output representations. Using this function, the network of Figure 6A would have an M 3 score of 3 4 , the network of Figure 6B would have an M 3 score of 2 2
, and the network of Figure 6C would have an M 3 score of 5 4 ; smaller values are considered to be better.
In the equation for E 3 , the \minM 3 " term represents the best Condition 3 score for any parsing of any output vector that best satis es Conditions 1 and 2. The equation thus measures the di erence between the Condition 3 score for the given parsing and the Condition 3 score for the best parsing.
To compute an overall score for how well the network's parsings satisfy Condition 3, de ne
(15) This equation integrates the E 3 scores across all possible input patterns.
The sequence masking constraint should be imposed in measurements of generalization when larger, complete representations are more desirable than small ones or incomplete ones.
Uncertainty multiplexing constraint
If an input pattern is ambiguous (i.e., there exists more than one valid parsing), then Conditions 1 and 2 do not indicate whether a particular parsing should be selected or whether the representations for the multiple parsings should be simultaneously active. For instance, in Section 3.2.2 ( Figures 1C or 3EF) , when pattern b is presented, Conditions 1 and 2 can be satis ed if neuron ab is half-active and neuron bc is inactive, or if ab is inactive and bc is half-active, or by an in nite number of combinations of activations between these two extreme cases. Marshall (1990b Marshall ( , 1995 discussed the desirability of representing the ambiguity in such cases by partially activating the alternative representations, to equal activation values. The output in which neurons ab and bc are equally active at the 25% level ( Figures 1C and 3EF) would be preferred to one in which they were unequally active { for example, when ab is 50% active and bc is inactive ( Figure 1D ). This type of representation expresses the network's uncertainty about the true classi cation of the input pattern, by multiplexing (simultaneously activating) partial activations of the best classi cation alternatives.
A new \uncertainty multiplexing" constraint can optionally be imposed, to augment the exclusive allocation criterion. The uncertainty multiplexing constraint regularizes the classi cation ambiguities by limiting the allowable relative activations of the representations for the multiple alternative parsings for ambiguous input patterns. The uncertainty multiplexing constraint can be stated as Condition 4: When there is more than one best match for an input pattern, the best-matching representations divide the input signals equally. The notion of best-match is speci ed by Conditions 1 and 2, and (optionally) 3. (Other de nitions for best-match can be used instead.)
One way to implement the uncertainty multiplexing constraint is as follows. Let By these equations, the parsing of input pattern b in Figure 1C in which neurons ab and bc are equally active at the 25% level would be preferred to a parsing in which they were unequally active { for example, when ab is 50% active and bc is inactive.
If enforcement of uncertainty multiplexing is desired but enforcement of sequence masking is not desired, then Equation 16 can be replaced by Y 3 (X) = Y 2 (X).
To compute an overall score for how well the network's parsings satisfy Condition 4, de ne
(19) The uncertainty multiplexing constraint should be imposed in measurements of generalization when balancing ambiguity among likely alternatives is more desirable than making a de nite guess.
Scoring network performance
To compare objectively the generalization performance of speci c networks, given a particular training environment, one can formulate a numerical score that incorporates the four criteria E 1 , E 2 , E 3 , and E 4 . One can assign each of these factors a weighting to yield an overall network performance score. For instance, the score can be de ned as E T 1 ;T 2 ;T 3 = a 1 E 1 + a 2 E 2 + a 3 E 3 + a 4 E 4 ; (20) where a 1 , a 2 , a 3 , and a 4 are weightings that re ect the relative importance of the four generalization conditions, and T 1 , T 2 , and T 3 are parameters of the evaluation process, specifying the degrees to which various various types of inexactness are tolerated (Equations 11, 12, and 16) . The score of each network can then be computed numerically (and laboriously). A full demonstration of such a computation would be an interesting next step for this research. The choice of weightings for the various factors would a ect the nal rankings. It is theoretically possible to eliminate the free parameters for inexactness tolerance by replacing them with a xed calculation, such as a standard deviation from the mean. However, such expedients have not been explored in this research. In any case, a single set of parameter values or calculations should be chosen for any comparison across di erent network types.
To compare fully the generalization performance of the classi ers themselves (e.g., all linear decorrelators versus all EXIN networks) might require evaluating R E(S) dS, across all possible training environments S. Such a calculation is obviously infeasible, except perhaps by stochastic analysis. Nevertheless, the comparisons can be understood qualitatively on the basis of key examples, like the ones presented in this paper.
Assessing generalization in EXIN network simulations
This section discusses how the generalization criteria can be applied to measure the performance of an EXIN network. The EXIN network was chosen as an example because it yields good but not perfect generalization; thus, it shows e ectively how the criteria operate. Figure 7 (top) shows an EXIN network that has been trained with six input patterns (Marshall, 1995) . Figure 7 (bottom) shows the multiplexed, context-sensitive response of the network to a variety of familiar and unfamiliar input combinations. All 64 possible binary input patterns were tested, and reasonable results were produced in each case (Marshall, 1995) ; Figure 7 (bottom) shows 16 of the 64 tested parsings. Figure 7 Given the four generalization conditions described in the preceding sections, the performance of this EXIN network (Marshall, 1995) will be summarized below. A sample of the most illustrative parsings, and the degree to which they satisfy the conditions, will be discussed. The most complex example below, pattern abcdf , is examined in greater detail, using the equations described in the preceding section to evaluate the parsing.
EXIN network response to training patterns
Consider the response of the network to a pattern in the training set, such as a (Figure 7 , bottom). The active output neuron has the label a. It is fully active, so it fully accounts for the input pattern a. No other output neuron is active, so the activations across the output layer are fully accounted for by the input pattern. Thus, Condition 1 is satis ed on the patterns from the training set. The total input almost exactly equals the total size-normalized output, so Condition 2 is well-satis ed on these patterns. Condition 3 is also satis ed for the training patterns { for example, pattern ab activates output neuron ab, not a or abc. Since the training patterns are unambiguous, Condition 4 is satis ed by default on these patterns. As seen in Figure 7 (bottom), the generalization conditions are satis ed for all patterns in the training set (marked by rectangles).
EXIN network response to ambiguous patterns
Consider the response of the network to an ambiguous pattern such as d. Pattern d is part of familiar patterns cd, de, and def , and it matches cd and de most closely. The corresponding two output neurons are active, both between the 25% and 50% levels. Conditions 1 and 2 appear to be approximately satis ed on this pattern: the activation of d is accounted for by split activation across cd and de, and the activations of cd and de are accounted for by disjoint fractions of the activation of d. Condition 3 is well satis ed because neuron def is inactive. Condition 4 is also approximately (but not perfectly) satis ed, since the two neuron activations are nearly equal. Now consider pattern b, which is part of patterns ab and abc. The network activates neuron ab at about the 50% level. Since b constitutes 50% of the pattern ab, the activation of neuron ab fully accounts for the input pattern. Likewise, the activation of ab is fully accounted for by the input pattern. Pattern b is more similar to ab than to abc, so it is correct for neuron abc to be inactive in this case, by Condition 3.
Similarly, pattern c is part of abc and cd. However, neuron abc is slightly active, and neuron cd is active at a level slightly less than 50%. Condition 1 is satis ed on pattern c: the sum of the output activations attributable to c is still the same as that of the activations attributable to b in the previous example, and the activation of neurons abc and cd are attributable to disjoint fractions (approximately 25% and 75%) of the activation of c; thus, Condition 2 is well satis ed. Condition 3 is not as well satis ed here as in the previous example. The di erence can be explained by the weaker inhibition between abc and cd than between ab and abc; more coactivation is thus allowed.
Input pattern c is unambiguous, by Condition 4. To satisfy Condition 4 on an input pattern, a network must determine which output neurons represent the best matches for the input pattern. The simultaneous partial activation of abc and cd is a manifestation of some inexactness tolerance in determining the best matches, by the EXIN network. Alternatively, as described in Section 3.2.2, greater selectivity in the interneuron inhibition (as in SONNET{2) can be used to satisfy Condition 2 more exactly.
The results in Figure 7 show that when presented with ambiguous patterns, the EXIN network activates the best match, and when there is more than one best match, it permits simultaneous activation of the best matches. Thus, the generalization behavior on ambiguous patterns meets the exclusive allocation conditions satisfactorily.
EXIN network response to multiple superimposed patterns
Consider the response of the network to pattern abcd. Pattern abcd can be compared to patterns ab and cd; the response to abcd is the superposition of the separate responses to ab and cd. Conditions 1, 2, and 4 are clearly met here. As discussed in Section 3.1.4, this is in contrast to the response of a WTA network, where the output neuron abc would become active. Condition 3 is also met here; there is no output neuron labeled abcd, and if neuron abc were fully active, then the input from neuron d could be accounted for only by partial activation of another output neuron, such as de.
When f is added to abcd to yield the pattern abcdf , a chain reaction alters the network's response, from def down to a in the output layer. The presence of d and f causes the def neuron to become approximately 50% active. In turn, this inhibits the cd neuron more, which then becomes less active. As a result, the abc neuron receives less inhibition and becomes more active. This in turn inhibits the activation of neuron ab. Because neuron ab is less active, neuron a then becomes more active. These increases and decreases tend to balance one another, thereby keeping Conditions 1 and 2 satis ed on pattern abcdf . The dominant parsing appears to be ab + cd + def , but the overlap between cd and def prevents those two neurons from becoming fully coactive. As a result, the alternative parsings involving abc or a can become partially active. No strong violations of Conditions 3 and 4 are apparent. The responses to patterns cdf , abcf , and bcdf are also shown for comparison.
The patterns listed above were selected for discussion on the basis of their interesting properties. The network's response to all the other patterns can also be evaluated using the exclusive allocation criterion. In each case, the EXIN network adheres well to the four generalization conditions. Thus, the simulation indicates the high degree with which EXIN networks show exclusive allocation, sequence masking, and uncertainty multiplexing behaviors.
An example credit assignment computation
The generalization conditions can be formalized in a number of ways; the equations given above represent one such formalization. For example, a di erent computation could be used to express exclusive allocation de ciency, instead of the least-squares method of Equations 5, 8, 9, 14, and 18 . Nonlinearities could be introduced in the credit assignment scheme (Equation 4). The formalization given here expresses the generalization conditions in a relatively simple manner that is suitable from a computational viewpoint. Figure 8 describes a computation of the extent to which the network in Figure 7 satis es generalization conditions for a particular input pattern. The table in the rectangle describes approximate parsing coe cients for pattern abcdf . The coe cients shown in the table were estimated manually, to two decimal places. These coe cients represent the portion of the credit that is assigned between each input neuron activation and each output neuron activation. For example, the activation of input neuron a is 1; 21% of its credit is allocated to output neuron a, and 79% is allocated to ab. The input to neuron ab is 0:79 + 0:38, the sum of the contributions it receives from di erent input neurons weighted by the activation of the input neurons. This input is divided by the neuron's normalization factor (\size"), 2. This normalization factor is derived from the neuron's label, which is determined by the training (familiar) patterns to which the neuron responds (Equations 2 and 3). The resulting attributed activation value, 0.59, is very close to the actual activation, 0.58, of neuron ab in the simulation. The existence of parsing coe cients (e.g., the ones in Figure 8 ) that produce attributed activations that are all close to the actual allocations shows that Condition 1 (Equation 4) is well satis ed for the input pattern abcdf . Numerical values for Conditions 3 and 4 can also be calculated, but the calculations would be much more computationally intensive, as they call for evaluation of all possible parsings of an input pattern, within a given training environment.
Discussion
The exclusive allocation criterion was used to compare qualitatively the generalization performance of four unsupervised classi ers: WTA competitive learning networks, linear decorrelator networks, EXIN networks, and SONNET{2 networks. The comparisons suggest that more sophisticated generalization performance is obtained at the cost of increased complexity. The exclusive allocation behavior of an EXIN network was examined in more detail, and one parsing was analyzed quantitatively. The concept of exclusive allocation, or credit assignment, is a conceptually useful way of de ning generalization because it lends itself very well to the natural problem of decomposing and identifying independent sources underlying superimposed or ambiguous signals (blind source separation) (Bell & Sejnowski, 1995; Comon, Jutten, & Herault, 1991; . This paper has described formal criteria for evaluating the generalization properties of unsupervised neural networks, based on the principles of exclusive allocation, sequence masking, and uncertainty multiplexing. The examples and simulations show that satisfaction of the generalization conditions can enable a network to do context-sensitive parsing, in response to multiple superimposed patterns as well as ambiguous patterns. The method describes a network in terms of its response to patterns in the training set and then places constraints on the response of the network to all patterns, both familiar and unfamiliar. The concepts of exclusive allocation, sequence masking, and uncertainty multiplexing thus provide a principled basis for evaluating the generalization capability of unsupervised classi ers.
The criteria in this paper de ne success for a system in terms of the quality of the system's internal representations of its input environment, rather than in terms of a particular external task. The internal representations are inferred, without actually examining the system's internal processing, weights, etc., through a black-box approach of \labeling": observing the system's responses to its training (\familiar") inputs. Then the system's generalization performance is evaluated by examining its responses to both familiar and unfamiliar inputs. This de nition is useful when a system's generalization cannot be measured in terms of performance on a speci c external task, either when objective classi cations (\supervision") of input patterns are unavailable or when the system is general-purpose. (A) Initially, neurons in the input layer project excitatory connections non-speci cally to neurons in the output layer. In addition, each neuron in the output layer projects lateral inhibitory connections non-speci cally to all its neighbors (shaded arrows). (B,C,D) The excitatory learning rule causes each type of neural network to become selective for patterns ab, abc, and cd after a period of exposure to those patterns; a di erent neuron becomes wired to respond to each of the familiar patterns. Each network's response to pattern abc is shown. (E) In the WTA neural network, the compound pattern abcd ( lled lower circles) causes the single \nearest" neuron (abc) ( lled upper circle) to become active and suppress the activation of the other output neurons. (G) In an EXIN network, the inhibitory learning rule weakens the strengths of inhibitory connections between neurons that code non-overlapping patterns, such as between neurons ab and cd. Then when abcd is presented, both neurons ab and cd become active ( lled upper circles), representing the simultaneous presence of the familiar patterns ab and cd. (F) Linear decorrelator network responds similarly to EXIN network for input patterns abcd. However, in response to the unfamiliar pattern c, both WTA (H) and EXIN (J) networks moderately activate (partially lled circles) the neuron whose code most closely matches the pattern (cd), whereas the linear decorrelator network (I) activates a more distant match (abc). (Reprinted with permission, from Marshall, 1992.) 1); the label of neuron q is (0; 1). When input pattern a is presented, the network's best response (according to the neuron labels) is to activate neuron p to the level 1+ . This parsing satis es Condition 1, and Condition 2 should be designed so that this parsing is judged to satisfy it. Figure 8
